
Comments from SIF studnets over the years

“Thank you Dr. Moore for walking us
through the RIVER process and teach-
ing us how to use the [Bloomberg] Ter-
minal. I learned much in this class and
will continue to apply all that I have
learned”
-Spring 2021 SIF Student

Thank you “for giving students, includ-
ing myself, the opportunity to take
the Student Investment Fund course.
It was very helpful and informational
by providing hands on experience in
portfolio management. I do not have
any career background in Finance and
therefore, I benefited greatly from the
experience. I look forward to using your
RIVER process and applying it to my
own personal portfolio.”
-Spring 2021 SIF Student

“Thank you for all your patience and
wisdom this semester. I learned more
from You than my other classes.”
-Fall 2020 SIF Student

“I would like to thank you for this
semester in the SIF. You taught us how
to properly run a portfolio and it be-
came more of a team of all sectors hav-
ing the same goal... You pushed us to
learn aspects of portfolio management
that I was not comfortable with at the
time. In retrospect, I believe I have
gained more knowledge from this class
over any other financial course I have
taken here at Sac State.... Now I know
how to manage a portfolio, gauge risk,
and use smarter investing tools.”
-Fall 2020 SIF Student

The student investment fund “nurtured
my passion for finance” and “helped me
develop my quantitative ability and an-
alytical acumen”
-2019 SIF Student

“Your teaching style and interaction
with the class made the Student In-
vestment Fund particularly interesting
and something I looked forward to each
week. Furthermore, your initiative to
implement Bloomberg Terminals to the
curriculum, and require students to be
Bloomberg Market Concepts certified,
is something that has proved invaluable
to me.”
-2017 SIF Student

“I had an extremely enriching experi-
ence during my time as a part of the
SIF when it was under your leadership,
and even recommended my friends to
join.”
-2017 SIF Student

SIF “was an open space to share knowl-
edge and ideas, and to help refine in-
vestment theses... Dr. Moore would go
out of his way to connect students with
real world opportunities. I got my first
career job from an employer coming to
the SIF, and I came back to speak to
the SIF in 2019 about my experience in
the investment management field.”
-2013 SIF Student


